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PLAYING THE FIELD
Country sports style
GO FISH
Wrestling eels with Mark Hix
LADY LUCK
The Lucans’ next chapter
JODIE KIDD
FROM CATWALK TO COUNTRY PUB
PLUS
Louis de Bernières’ dream home
Where’s home to you? Clapton in Hackney, in an old horse stable I converted over several years. Where has the most memorable night out you’ve had in London? Being from London I have had many memorable nights here. The trouble is all the best nights are difficult to recall. Last play/concert/film you saw? When I’m on the treadmill I have been watching GLOW on Netflix, which is fictional but based on a real female wrestling show from the 1980s. It’s hilarious. What would you do as mayor for the day? I would make STEAM (science, technology, engineering, arts and mathematics), as opposed to STEM, compulsory in schools. A combination of disciplines has been very important to my own creative process and I want other children, including my own, to have the same freedom of cross-disciplinary thought as well. What brings out the worst in you? Lack of sleep. Where do you go when you don’t want anyone to get hold of you? There’s a secret chamber in the studio I disappear into that no one knows is there.

Post Brexit Britain… Sum it up in a sentence… I think we may end up going from being called the United Kingdom to something like Lesser Albion.